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ABSTRACT
Review of the theory of effective actions and the hypothetical origins of
integrability in Seiberg-Witten theory.
This Conference is devoted to remarkable links between the recently dis-
covered Seiberg-Witten ansatz [1] for the low-energy effective action of N = 2
supersymmetric Yang-Mills theories in 4 and 5 space-time dimensions and
the old theory of classical (0+1)-dimensional integrable systems, based on
the notions of Lax representations and spectral Riemann surfaces. The ba-
sic question about this whole subject is why at all integrability properties
should arise in the study of high-dimensional models, and it remains ob-
scure and even non-addressed in most publications. Still, in [2] integrability
has been deliberately searched for – and found – as the hidden structure
behind the Seiberg-Witten ansatz. It is the goal of this brief presentation
to collect the implicit arguments in favor of the a priori existence of a hid-
den integrable structure. These arguments are non-convincing and some-
what non-constructive, still they deserve being kept in mind in the study of
Seiberg-Witten theory and its predecessors (like matrix models) and possible
generalizations.
1. Why integrability?
The question about the origins of integrability in Seiberg-Witten theory
is in fact a part of the broader question: What is the role of integrability in
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physics? Different people would give different answers to this question, and
most of them would choose between the following options:
- Integrable models provide funny examples.
- These exactly solvable examples can be (and actually are) used as the
starting points for perturbative expansions describing approximately the re-
ally relevant physical models.
- Whatever is solvable is integrable, i.e. if anybody succeeded in providing
exact solution to some physical model, there should be a (hidden) integrable
structure in this model, responsible for the very possibility to solve it. This
a posteriory integrability principle, while certainly true, is not very interest-
ing: we would prefer to know about the existence of integrable structure in
advance.
- Integrability theory is rather a branch of mathematics (group theory),
and can be of little physical significance.
What we are going to advocate in the present notes is a less obvious
hypothesis: Integrability is the general property of effective actions.
However, in order to understand this hypothesis it is important to have
an adequately adjusted (and broad enough) notion of integrability.
2. What is integrability? [3, 4]
Effective actions are functional integrals like
Z{t|φ0} ≡
∫
φ0
Dφ eS(t|φ) (1)
These quantities depend on two types of variables: on the shape of the “bare
action” S(φ) and on the boundary conditions φ0 for integration variables
(fields) φ. In “physical language” these are respectively dependencies on the
“coupling constants” t and on the choice of “vacuum” φ0.
Obviously, being a result of integration, an (exponentiated) effective ac-
tion Z exhibits peculiar features, unfamiliar from the studies of other classes
of objects in quantum field theory and mathematical physics. Identification
of such features should be the key to characterization of the new class of spe-
cial functions, which will be used to represent the answers to any questions
in non-perturbative quantum field (string) theory.
Among already discovered, the most important are the two peculiarities
[4]: (i) covariance of Z under variation of the coupling constants (the shape
of S(φ)), reflecting invariance of an integral under a change of integration
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variables (fields) φ, and (ii) certain relation between the dependencies of Z
on the shape S(φ) and on the choice of the vacuum (boundary conditions)
φ0, reflecting dependence of vacuum states on the shape of the action.
The feature (i) turns to imply that effective actions exhibit a (hidden)
integrable structure and hypothetically effective actions are (always?) the
(generalized) τ -functions of integrable hierarchies.
So far, we have a restricted set of examples where this hypothesis is
explicitly formulated and checked:
- Ordinary matrix models. Here one can straightforwardly study the t-
dependence of matrix integrals and find the links to the simplest KP/Toda-
like τ -functions.
- Character formulas and Chern-Simons theory. Here the dependence on
boundary conditions can be investigated and again the links with KP/Toda
τ -functions are easily established. This result can be less expected than the
previous one, still it is true.
- Generalized Kontsevich Model (GKM). The GKM theory allows to
study the interplay between the t- and φ0-dependencies.
- Seiberg-Witten conjecture and Donaldson N=4 SUSY 4d Yang-Mills
model (the topological 4d Yang-Mills theory). In this context the quasiclas-
sical (Whitham) τ -functions enter the game.
All these examples are distinguished by the property that relevant τ -
functions belong to the well studied KP/Toda family (i.e. are associated with
the simplest Kac-Moody algebra ˆU(1)k=1). New examples can be discovered
after further advances in the theory of geometrical quantization when the
notion of τ -functions for other groups becomes more familiar.
3. Ordinary matrix model [5, 6, 4].
In this case the role of the functional integral is played by an ordinary
integral over N ×N Hermitean matrices φ:
Z{t} =
∫
dN
2
φ exp
(
∞∑
k=0
tkTrφ
k
)
(2)
Invariance of the integral under arbitrary change of integration variable
φ→ f(φ) leads to covariance of Z{t} under the change of its arguments: the
coupling constants tk. Namely [6], if δφ = ǫφ
n+1, then the action S(φ) =
Tr
∑
k tkφ
k changes by δS = Trǫ
∑
k ktkφ
k+n, and – if ǫ is a number, not a
3
matrix – this variation can be reinterpreted as the result of the change of
t-variables: δtk+n = ǫktk. This implies the relation like Z{t} ≈ Z{t + δt}.
Such relation would imply that Z{t} is actually independent of t. In fact,
one should also take into account the change of the measure dφ under the
variation of φ, and exact statement, expressing covariance of Z{t}, is:
LnZ = 0 for n ≥ −1,
Ln =
∞∑
k=0
ktk
∂
∂tk+n
+
∑
a+b=n
∂2
∂ta∂tb
(3)
This covariance still implies that Z{t} is essentially independent of its argu-
ments tk, but exact statement is that the dependence exists, but is of a very
peculiar form:
Z{t} = τKP{t|G0}, (4)
i.e. Z{t} is a KP τ -function at some special point G0 of the universal
Grassmannian (particular group element of ˆU(1)k=1). This statement can
be checked by explicit evaluation of the matrix integral [5] in the formalism
of orthogonal polynomials.
Thus, dependence of effective action on the coupling constants can be
represented in terms of the τ -functions.
4. Generalized τ-functions and dependencies on the boundary
conditions.
Generalized τ -function [7] is a generating function for all the matrix ele-
ments of a given group element G in a given representation R:
τR(t|G) = 〈0|e
taJaG|0〉R (5)
Here ta are parameters of the generating function and Ja are generators of
the Lie algebra under consideration.
As already mentioned, the conventional KP/Toda-like τ functions are
associated with the free fermion realization of the simplest affine algebra
ˆU(1)k=1: J(z) = ψ˜ψ(z), S =
∫
C ψ˜∂¯ψ. Here C is a Riemann surface (complex
curve), which can be used instead of the group element G = exp
∑
m,nAmnψ˜mψn
in the definition of τ for affine (1-loop) algebras. Also, in this case it is con-
venient to parametrize the set of t-variables by a single function A¯:
τKP (A¯|C) = 〈exp
(∫
C
A¯J
)
〉C (6)
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The standard form of KP tau-function is a particular case of this one, asso-
ciated with A¯ = ∂¯ϕ, ϕ =
∑∞
k=0 tk(z − z0)
−(k+1).
The same KP τ -function can be alternatively represented in terms of a
topological three-dimensional field theory: abelian Chern-Simons model [8]
(this is a simple example of the “AdS/CFT-correspondence” [9]):
τKP (A¯|C) =
∫
A∂M=C=A¯
DA expSCS, (7)
where
SCS =
∫
M
AdA+
∮
∂M
AA¯ (8)
andM is the “filled Riemann surface C” – the 3d manifold with the boundary
C.
This identity illustrates the important hypothesis: the boundary condi-
tions dependence of the functional integral (that of the Chern-Simons theory
in this particular example) can be also (like that on the coupling constants)
represented in terms of the τ -functions. It may be not so surprising, because
the dependencies on coupling constants and boundary conditions are in fact
deeply interrelated.
5. Generalized Kontsevich Model [10, 11, 4].
This interrelation can be illustrated with the example of Generalized
Kontsevich Model (GKM), defined as the matrix integral over n × n Her-
mitean matrices X ,
ZGKM{L|Vp+1} = C
∫
dn
2
X etr(−Vp+1(X)+XL) (9)
Here L is a n×n Hermitean matrix and Vp+1(x) is a polynomial of degree p+1,
its derivative Wp(x) = V
′
p+1(x) is a polynomial of degree p. In GKM theory
one introduces two sets of “time-variables” to parametrize the dependencies
on L and on the shape of Vp+1(x):
Tk ≡
1
k
TrΛ−k, T˜k ≡
1
k
TrΛ˜−k, L =Wp(Λ) = Λ˜
p (10)
and [12]
tk =
p
k(p− k)
resµW
1−k/p
p (µ)dµ (11)
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In (9) C is a prefactor used to cancel the quasiclassical contribution to the
integral around the saddle point X = Λ,
C = exp
(
trVp+1(Λ)− trΛV
′
p+1(Λ)
)
det1/2∂∂Vp+1(Λ) (12)
The central result of the GKM theory is that [11]
ZGKM{L|Vp+1} = e
−Fp(T˜k|tk)τp(T˜k + tk) (13)
where τp is a τ -function of the “p-reduced KP hierarchy”, and the shape of
τp as a function of time-variables (i.e. the associated group element of ˆU(1))
depends only on degree p and not on the shape of the polynomial Wp(x).
The exponential factor in (13) contains
Fp(T˜k|tk) =
1
2
∑
i,j
Aij(t)(T˜i + ti)(T˜j + tj),
Aij = res∞ W
i/p(λ)dW
j/p
+ (λ) (14)
which is a “quasiclassical (Whitham) τ -function”.
At the first glance this GKM example does not seem very close to (1):
neither of the two types of variables in (9) – the shape of Vp+1 and the ma-
trix L – is obviously interpreted as a boundary condition or vacuum. Instead
the whole expression (9) looks very much like a (matrix) Fourier transform,
and the interrelation like (13) between the L- and Vp+1-dependencies, which
puts them essentially on equal footing, is not too surprising: usually the
dependence of Fourier transform (Z) on its argument (L) contains entire
information about the shape of transformed function (e−Vp+1(x)). However,
the GKM example can be not so irrelevant for our consideration. As shown
in [13], the GKM partition function (9) can be a natural member (the over-
simplified case, associated with the genus-zero spectral curve) of the family
of the Seiberg-Witten prepotentials, which are clearly the quantities of the
type (1).
6. The low energy effective actions.
The low energy effective actions describe the effective dynamics of light
modes, arising after all the heavy modes are integrated away. In the case of
the Seiberg-Witten theory the light modes are abelian supermultiplets (their
lowest components parametrize the valleys in the potential, i.e. the moduli
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space of vacua) and the Chern-Simons degree of freedom (not a field!) K =∫
d3xTr(AdA+ 2
3
A3), peculiar for Yang-Mills theories in four dimensions with
the property that (non-perturbative) effective potential is always a periodic
function of K. It remains an unresolved problem to derive the low-energy
effective action for the fluctuations along the valleys in interaction with the
dynamics in K-direction – which should be just a (0+1)-dimensional problem
– directly from the non-perturbative N = 2 SUSY Yang-Mills theory. Still
one can attempt to guess what the transition to the low-energy effective
actions should mean from the point of view of the τ -functions.
Normally, in higher-dimensional field theories the functional integrals de-
pend on additional parameter: the normalization point µ, which is the IR
cutoff in the integration over fluctuations with different momenta. Effective
action with a given µ describes the effective dynamics of excitations with
wavelenghts exceeding µ−1. The low-energy effective action arises in the
limit µ → 0, when only finite number of excitations (the zero-modes of the
massless fields) remain relevant. Of course, different theories can possess the
same low-energy action (e.g. in all the theories without massless particles
there are no degrees of freedom, surviving in the low-energy approximation,
and the low-energy effective action is just zero for all of them): these actions
are pertinent for universality classes rather than for particular field theory
models. As usual in the study of universality classes it is instructive to
look for the simplest representative of the given class. The matrix integrals,
which are (0+0)-dimensional models are such simplest representatives of the
class, which also contains the 2d topological sigma-models interacting with
2d gravity. Similarly, the Seiberg-Witten conjecture can be interpreted so
that N = 2 SUSY Yang-Mills models belong to universality class, of which
the simplest representatives are the (0+1)-dimensional integrable systems.
The natural hypothesis (suggested in [2]) about interpretation of the low-
energy effective actions in terms of the τ -functions states that:
- The low-energy effective actions are quasiclassical (Whitham) τ -functions.
- The proper coordinates (the flat structure) on the moduli space of vacua
are provided by the adiabatic invariants (aC =
∮
C ~pd~q).
- The time-variables, associated with the low-energy correlators (i.e. renor-
malized coupling constants) are Whitham times (the deformations of sym-
plectic structure).
The Seiberg-Witten theory provides us with two kinds of pieces of evi-
dence in support of this hypothesis:
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- Dynamics of branes seems to imply the shapes of the spectral curves
and their period matrices [14, 15, 16].
- The correlation functions in Donaldson theory seem to be indeed de-
scribed in terms of the relevant Whitham tau-functions [18, 13].
7. Dynamics of 5-branes [14, 17, 15, 16].
The fundamental object associated with the d = 11 supergravity – and
thus, presumably, with entire M-theory – is a membrane, i.e. a 2-brane.
Its dual – which should be equally fundamental – is a 5-brane with a 6-
dimensional world volume. In the first-quantization approach dynamics of
a 5-brane is thus described in terms of some 6d field theory, which – as a
first choice – can be either a non-abelian super-Yang-Mills model or that of
abelian self-dual 2-forms. If the topology of the world volume is R4 × C one
gets a family of 4d Yang-Mills models, parametrized by the choice of vacua,
labeled by Riemann surfaces C. The possible choice of C is restricted by the
equations of motion of the 6d theory. According to [15], these equations for
6d super-Yang-Mills model, provide C in the form of the spectral curve,
C : det (L(ξ)− λ) = 0 (15)
with the flat coordinates on the moduli space of such curves defined as aC =∮
C λ. If one further considers the theory of abelian 2-forms on such curves,
one immediately gets [14] the Seiberg-Witten prepotential (the N = 2 SUSY
substitute of the low-energy effective action) F(aA), of which the second
derivative is the period matrix of the spectral curve C: aB = ∂calF/∂aA,
T = ∂aB/∂aA.
Eq.(15) is in fact the equation of motion for scalar fields Φij in the 6d
super-Yang-Mills theories:
D2Φ = fermionic v.e.v. (16)
For the topology R9 × T with 2d torus T (the bare spectral curve) and the
5-brane wrapped around the torus, this equation becomes (in appropriate
gauge A = 0 and A¯ij = diag(a¯i))
(∂¯ + A¯)(∂Φ) = source (17)
If there is no source at the r.h.s., Φij = const – this is the case of unbroken
N = 4 supersymmetry in four dimensions. Breakdown of supersymmetry
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(down to N = 2 as result, say, of non-trivial boundary conditions imposed
along T on some fields) somehow produces non-vanishing source at the r.h.s.
If, for example, the source is a δ-function, m(1 − δij)δ
(2)(ξ − ξ0), then
Lij = ∂Φij ∼ dξ

piδij +m(1− δij)θ
(
ξ − ξ0 +
Im τ
pi
(a¯i − a¯j)
)
θ(ξ − ξ0)

 (18)
This is the Lax operator of elliptic Calogero model.
In the double-scaling (Inosemtsev’s) limit m → ∞, τ → i∞, Λ2N =
m2Ne2piiτ the spectral equation
det
(
L(z)− λˆ
)
= 0 (19)
turns into familiar equation for the Toda-chain system:
z +
1
z
= W (λ), λˆ = λ
dz
z
(20)
where W (λ) is a polynomial of degree N and z ∼ e2piiξ.
Thus we see, that the brane dynamics forces the brane, wrapped around
the bare spectral curve (with some SUSY breaking boundary conditions), to
split its N sheets in such a way as to form the full spectral curve.
8. Correlation functions for N = 2 SUSY YM in 4d.
The main observables in Donaldson theory are made from the scalar fields
φ: the lowest components of the supermultiplets. If Ok = tr φ
k, of interest
are the quantities
Ck1...kn = 〈Ok1 . . .Okn〉 (21)
The ordinary anomalies in Yang-Mills theory, like
∂µJ
5
µ = βtrFF˜ ,
θµµ = βtrF
2 (22)
imply that
Λ
∂
∂Λ
Ck1...kn = βC2 k1...kn , (23)
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in particular
Λ
∂
∂Λ
〈Ok〉 = β〈O2Ok〉 (24)
In [18] the correlation functions 〈O2Ok〉 were explicitly evaluated by
methods of Donaldson theory as functions of the moduli. In [13] it was
shown that these answers are indeed consistent with interpretation in terms
of Whitham τ -functions, which implies that
〈Ok1 . . .Okn〉 =
∂nF(a, T )
∂Tk1 . . . ∂Tkn
(25)
The prepotential (Whitham τ -function) F and the Whitham times T are
introduced by the following construction [12, 19, 20, 13]. The differential
dS = λ which is the eigenvalue of the Lax matrix 1-form Lij = ∂Φij has the
property that
∂dS
∂moduli
= holomorphic differential on C (26)
If one allows C to have punctures, then “holomorphic” means that the first-
order poles are allowed at punctures. If punctures collide, the higher order
poles are allowed. dS can be now deformed:
dS = λ+
∑
TkdΩ˜k (27)
where dΩ˜k has a pole of degree k + 1 at a given point. One can now include
the cycles going around the punctures into the set of A-cycles and those going
between the punctures into the set of B-cycles. The enlarged period matrix
TKL can be used to define the prepotential:
TKL = TLK =
∂2F
∂TK∂TL
(28)
The prepotential itself is given by the sum over the enlarged set of A and B
cycles:
F =
1
2
∑
K
∮
AK
dS
∮
BK
dS (29)
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Presumably it should satisfy the generalized WDVV equations [21].
In the case of the Toda chain one can explicitly evaluate the period matrix
[13]:
∂2F
∂Tm∂Tn
= −
β
2πi
(
Hm+1,n+1 +
β
mn
∂Hm+1
∂ai
∂Hn+1
∂aj
∂2ij log θE(~0)
)
,
Hm+1,n+1 = −
N
mn
res∞W
n/N(λ)dW
m/N
+ (λ) (30)
This result is in agreement with the calculation of [18]. On the other hand,
it is obviously a direct generalization of eq.(14) in the case of GKM.
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